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About starworks
We are a young peoples prosthetics research collaboration 
and will bring children and their families together with key 
opinion leaders from the NHS, Industry, Clinical Academia 
and leading National Research Centres with capabilities in 
child prosthetics.

The collaboration will increase research across the system 
in order to accelerate the translation of new inventions and 
developments in child prosthetics into everyday use. This 
initiative will be centred on the needs of children and their 
families as well as the NHS and will ensure there is the 
ideal balance of ‘clinical pull’ and ‘technical push’ to create 
an energetic environment in which to innovate and to 
partner with industry.

This workbook
We would  like to find out about your experiences of your 
child's prosthetic limb.  There are a series of questions to 
complete, use the spaces provided for your responses. 
Please give as much detail as you feel able to. We encour-
age you to answer all the questions if possible, but if you 
choose not to answer any thats ok.



About you

Your name(s)

Relation to child

Affected limb

Contact information (if you are happy to be contacted further)



Because my child has a limb they can

Things my child finds hard with their limb

My child gets frustrated when



Daily life
Think about an average day with your child, how does their 
limb affect you? Does it have an impact on your work, home 
life, family time or time with friends?



Our Story
How did your child get their  limb? Have  they had it since birth? 
Can you remember how many different ones they’ve had? Tell us 
your story or draw a time line

Are there any 
high or low points 
on your journey 
you would like to 
tell us about?



A visit to...
Use the space below to describe what happens when you visit the 
hospital, GP, limb centre or other professional interaction in 
connection with your child's limb.

What do you 
dislike about 

these interactions 
/ visits? Tell us 

about it.

What do you like 
the most about 

these 
interactions/ 

visits?



Something  we would do differently is

A challenge we’ve overcome is

A piece of advice i would give to others



Thank you for taking part you 
can return your survey by:

Freepost

Email

Julie Roe
Sheffield Hallam University
Freepost SF98
Sheffield
S1 1AY

Please scan/photograph the 
pages and email to;
nathaniel.mills@nihr.ac.uk


